Title: Computational modeling of GABA microcircuitry and cognitive deficits in schizophrenia

**Abstract**

I will first introduce the concept of "cognitive-type" cortical microcircuit exemplified by the prefrontal cortex. Since mental disorders primarily implicate cognitive-type brain systems such as the prefrontal cortex, rather than early sensory systems, progress in this area holds the promise for a new approach to psychiatric diagnosis and treatment.

I will review experimental and computational research on the generation of brain oscillations during awake, behaving conditions, which depend on various subtypes of interneurons and may serve as endophenotypes for detecting abnormality of GABAergic systems associated with Schizophrenia.

However, interneurons are important not only for synchronous rhythms, but also other important functions such as stimulus selectivity of neural populations, winner-take-all competition or normalization. In particular, working memory is a cardinal cognitive function impaired in mental disorders. Interestingly, computational circuit modeling of the prefrontal cortex suggested that working memory deficits in Schizophrenia are manifest not so much in terms of working memory storage but more in the inability to filter out distractors that are behaviorally irrelevant, in a specific way that was confirmed by human study. Furthermore, we proposed that this resistance against distractors in a working memory circuit depends on several subtypes of internruons: soma-targeting interneurons that control the output of excitatory pyramidal cells, dendrite-targeting interneurons that control the inputs to pyramidal cells, and interneuron-targeting interneurons that preferentially target the dendrite-targeting interneurons. These different interneuron types are modulated by dopamine differentially.

Finally, I will present our unpublished work on how different types of interneurons can instantiate a gating mechanism utilized by the brain to flexibly route information flow to the right place at the right time. This long-standing gating problem has recently gained urgency with the increased attention to studies of large-scale global brain connectivity and dynamics and their impairments in mentally ill subjects. Our work suggests a novel perspective on GABA signaling impairment in mental disorders.
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